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       I go to a very visual place when I'm singing. It's very cinematic and I get
this feeling of space. I love when music does that. 
~Dave Gahan

I still hold on to the idea that a record can really change the way I feel. 
~Dave Gahan

I often find myself on my knees praying to something or someone to not
be in control. 
~Dave Gahan

I think Depeche Mode music somehow appeals to the oddball, to the
person who is looking for something a little bit different. 
~Dave Gahan

I have the urge to still be part of the world, the universe, of life. Through
music I have the feeling that I come a little closer to that. 
~Dave Gahan

New York is a great place to feel inspired all the time. 
~Dave Gahan

Vocally, I really like going into the darker side of myself. 
~Dave Gahan

I have to feel the audience. I enjoy that feeling of community. 
~Dave Gahan

Joy comes from places you least expect it. Its usually the simple things,
like watching my son play basketball or going through Central Park
when the blossoms are blooming. 
~Dave Gahan

Really, what I'm always drawn to is the voice - PJ Harvey , BjÃ¶rk . If
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the voice interests me, then I'm interested to listen to what's happening.

~Dave Gahan

I do use texting as a great way to communicate quickly, but I dont
Twitter or anything. 
~Dave Gahan

There's always this weird dark humor within a lot of Depeche Mode
songs that people miss, tongue-in-cheek and also very British. 
~Dave Gahan
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